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ABOUT US

PRO-CLIENT PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
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Company Martin Štefanek - Hurricane was established in 1998. In 2007 the company transformed and became a Limited liability
company (Ltd.), that managed to become a stable and renowned company.

Our team is made up of conscientious people, who with their experiences and constantly expanding knowledge, can flexibly react to
any given requirements. It is worth mentioning that our staff is always adequately represented by corporate clothes.

TECHNICAL PORTFOLIO

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

We always offer only the top-quality technology to our clients and partners, therefore we exclusively use technology solely from
top-world manufacturers like: Meyer Sound, Midas, Robe, MA Lighting, Absen, Christie, Milos, NivTec etc.

We strive to gain experiences for our clients. We not only propose technical set-up in a given area but we also propose creative solutions for that specific event.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

DETAILS MAKE DIFFERENCE

For a better and easier cooperation with a client, there is always a project manager that represents our company. Since the very first
contact, it is his responsibility to deal with all the requirements a client has, and to take care of the project delivery.

Success is hidden in details. It is mainly the details that differentiate the top quality companies from others. Good technology with
a good staff will not guarantee you a good result, many times it is mostly details that change the final atmosphere.

HOW WE WORK
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SITE SURVEY
The first meeting with the client takes place either in our Company or at the venue of the planned event. New venues are always sketched down in a detailed way which then enables further creation of visualisations and a proposal
of technical solutions.

QUOTATION AND VISUALISATION
Based on the clients’ requirements and specifications of the chosen venue, quotation is made. After the quotation is
confirmed, 3D visualisation is created since it provides a better idea of where to place the technology, light design,
animations and it gives us the overall visual plan of the whole event.

PRODUCTION
By using our own production studio, we are able to save up any personnel and production costs by preparing all the
light shows, animations and video content. Studio also gives us the option of editing and post production of videos.
This high variability enables us pre-programming the light scenes and projection according to planned scenario.
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EVENT PREPARATION
We are currently running on a professional warehouse system with an online registration of items. Thanks to this system, you
can be sure that only needed technical equipment will be used for the event and therefore there are no extra charges for unnecessary or spare items. Every piece of technical equipment is tested by trained staff always before and right after every event.

INSTALLATION
Our professionally trained team highly emphasizes aesthetics. We are always trying to position all the technical equipment so it
fits the specific venue while preserving required quality of image and sound. Every signal and power cable are placed in the least
visible way. We as well never forget the safety features while working, throughout an event or installation and de-installation.

EVENT
In regards to our detailed preparation and long-time experiences, our team is prepared for all possible situations that may
occur during any event. Professionalism, politeness, and required dress-code is a must for our team.

EVENTS
We are a high quality company that provides not only sound and light but also a complex technical support for
events. We provide individual approach with creative solution proposals. What makes us different are services
in connection to details like communication, company’s culture, overall look of the technology, and the most
importantly, the secure feeling our company gives. The level of professionalism can be seen within the technical
expertise, approach to clients, but mainly in how professionally does a company handle unpredictable and unforeseen situations. Every single event is unique and therefore it requires a unique solution. To propose a technical
solution and then deliver our know-how is a must in order to achieve a common goal, and that is 100% handling
of the event.

EVENTS THAT WILL APPEAL TO YOU

Says one of our clients:
Mgr. art Štefan Kozák, managing director – CREATIVE PRO s.r.o.
We’ve cooperated with Hurricane s.r.o during a preparation and realization of one of our key events, which was the
introduction of new BMW model 7. I appreciate professionalism, flexibility, quality, and services provided. They are
our partners in area of light and sound, and we can depend on them without any problem. Personally, I also pick
up the human and “open minded” approach of the whole team.

DETAILS MATTER
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CLEAN LINES, GUARANTEED SUCCESS

ATYPICAL SOLUTIONS WITHIN REACH

EVENT STYLE INDUSTRIAL

QUALITY DOES NOT HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE

CONFERENCES
When technically supporting small conferences, where we use a minimum amount of technical equipment, as
a part of our Company’s’ philosophy, we have the same approach to it as we have with corporate events. We care about
all, even the smallest details. Based on a long-term experience we offer different kinds of innovative solutions, for example, interactive presentation controlled via tablet or gestures. According to the measurements of your conference and
the number of guests, we propose what technical equipment that will be used, e.g. image solutions, types of conference
technology, voting, etc.

LET YOURSELF BE DRAWN INTO THE STORY

Says one of our clients:
Virginie Denis – Financial Forum Euro
The company Hurricane was awarded the contract to set up and run the audio-visual needs of the Eurofi Financial
Forum organized with the support of the European Council Presidency of Slovakia. Attended by over 700 delegates
and 160 speakers & finance ministers of the EU, Hurricane were professional and proactive in assuring quality projections, sound and recording. The team demonstrated a rare quality of listening to the needs of the event, dedicated to
quality and displaying flexibility and reactivity when needed. It was a real pleasure to work with Hurricane and being
able to depend on them. A true professional partner.

ZASTREŠENIE
X 9,5M ( REQUIRE
S P.A. WINGS
X 9,5M )
TOP14M
SOLUTIONS
TOP 20M
SUPPLIERS
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DON’T BE AFRAID OF THE ATYPICAL

EMPHASIS ON DETAIL NO MATTER THE SIZE

YOU CAN RELY ON OUR SERVICE

INTERACTIVE CONTROL OF PRESENTATIONS

TELEVISION
The key to every good TV broadcasting is the reconciliation of all components from sound, the effect and the
generic white lighting, LED screens to the scene itself. That‘s why is the selection of the supplier very important,
because he has to have big technical background and of course a lot of experiences with similar kinds of projects.

PRIAME PRENOSY
TV SHOW

Says one of our clients:

Nikita Slovák – director of Krištáľové krídlo
Reliability, professionalism and creativity; this is how I would describe the cooperation with Hurricane Company.
Apart from this I would also use one specific word, willingness. I think that it was perfectly reflected on the project
called ‘Krištálové krídlo’, where it was illuminated by colour temperature of 5600 kelvins. Perfect footages, partially
created by Hurricane, the newest technologies and amazing sound have made this a TV event of the year.

LIVE BROADCAST
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SHOW PROGRAM

BROADCAST RECORDING

LED SCREEN SUITABLE FOR TV

MOBILE SCENE

CONCERTS AND FESTIVALS
Throughout our long-term experiences within the European market we have built a stable position and gained
a lot of experiences with Slovak and foreign artists. Whether it’s a concert or an outdoor festival, team Hurricane
will always take care of the high-quality sound and breathtaking light show with some video content added to it.
A must is a high emphasis on safety of all artists as well as all guests, especially during open air events. Out technical portfolio fulfils even the most demanding requirements of world artists. Hence the list of world-known artists
where we have provided complete technical set-up.

MONKEY BUSINESS & HORKÝŽE SLÍŽE

Says one of our clients:
Lenka Rakar - STEELART
Hurricane Company is a stable part of CAR AT TUNING PARTY. As this festival was developing and moving forward, so was the
Hurricane team. Stages they have built are always one level higher than year before, as well as effectivity, which is with this
team at its maximum. This is the reason why I always recommend Hurricane on the first place for any type of technical support
for an event to clients of our event and production Company STEELART. Absolute satisfaction and trust in premium services.

CAR AT TUNING PARTY
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ALICE COOPER - GS

RUDAVA FESTIVAL

CABBAGE DAYS

FF VÝCHODNÁ

EXHIBITIONS
In general, it is said that the exhibition stand should provide an option for an open dialog in very easy and informal
atmosphere for all guests, to make them not want to leave the stand so soon. When planning an attractive exhibition stand, the very basic pillar of success is a technology of a really high quality. And here we offer a wide portfolio
of technology from whole spectrum of LCD panels, touch panels up to atypical solutions of LED screens.

LED SCREEN – LED VISION P4

Says one of our clients:
Erik Mayer, project manager – Agentúra Evka
We cooperate on a long-term basis with Hurricane. They have a professional team that can solve any problems
concerning audio-video technology and other services linked to that. Since we (Agentúra Evka s.r.o), have a very
demanding foreign clientele, with all complicated audiovisual presentations and solutions we always turn to Hurricane s.r.o. They can advise us with the most demanding requirements our clients have, and they do so always on
time, even when it is s very urgent sometimes. Some of our clients even require mainly the presence of Hurricane
technicians at exhibitions.

CURVED SCREEN MADE WITH FRAMELESS LCDS
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CURVED LED SCREEN

LED SCREEN ABSEN P3,9

INFORMATORY LED STRIP ABOVE STAND

LCD 103

DANCE PARTIES
Nowadays, good sound and good light show may not be enough to make a good dance party. Apart from a top-world technical support, we also offer a complete proposal of your party – from themes, designs of the stage,
up to artistic performances connected with automatized time-code show. We cooperated on a lot of huge dance
projects, not only with technical support but on the preparation of the project itself.

EXPRES STREET PARTY

Says one of our clients:
Tomáš Halmeš, marketing director – Rádio Expres
We cooperate with Hurricane company constantly since year 2013. We use their services both for organizing of
events for our clients as well as for club and outdoor music events for our listeners. In addition to maximal professional services and technical support we need to highlight also the responsible approach of every single employee
to all our requirements and projects.

CAR AT TUNING PARTY
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AMNESIA PARTY

DJ PAUL OAKENFOLD - VIENNA

DJ TIESTO

DJ SVEN VÄTH - LINZ

PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS
Our philosophy is to always deliver top-world product on a very high technical level. That is why we have created
expansive production studio, where we have the possibility of creating visualizations for events, programming
of light shows, stage design or to create video content.

When creating 3D visualizations, we use multiple programs. The base is Capture Atlas in which you are able to create realistic scene models in addition to lights, moving backdrops, performers, etc. All elements of the show can
be controlled in the visualization as well as you can create light scenes and directly place them into the light desk.
Afterwards we can generate static images of individual scenes, CAD files for the technical part or also videos with
moving camera that enables virtual assimilation of the events from the viewer’s perspective.
This process significantly saves time and costs, because it is possible to program the show directly in virtual venue.
All elements light – video – sound – scene can be synchronized by a time code. This signal is generated by one device and is then distributed to all controlling components that participate on the show. Thanks to this technology,
it is possible with only one click, to set off the cues with high accuracy.

ACCURATE 3D PROPOSAL
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2D CAD AREA

3D SKETCH

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Christie Pandoras Box is a highly recognized video processor and media management software that enables users
to control the whole working place – from the early concept up to the final project. Pandoras Box maximises
effectivity and provides the option of combining an unlimited virtual amount of creative opportunities with
a high reliability and a very easily understandable controlling. It‘s a powerful collection of tools allowing production
of amazing visual experience.

Displaying of content of non-traditional resolutions in ultra HD quality up to 4k resolutions.
3D mapping on untraditionally shaped projection surfaces – widescreen, convex, concave, and spherical
n	Unlimited number of layers for an easy management of different kinds of content – video, images, gif animations, texts
n	Interactive management of different kinds of inputs, which are easily displayed in a form of image in image on LED or projection canvas – cameras, standard powerpoint, prezi, keynote presentation or audience
response systems.
n
n
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UNLIMITED NUMBER OF LAYERS

3D MAPPING

NON-STANDARD FORMATS

BIG SELECTION OF GENERIC CONTENT

SOUND
LEOPARD, with its unique precision and performance catches the viewers’ attention with not only its strength but
also with its soft feel for music. Don‘t get confused by its size. It is ideally built for all types of events, from tour, theatre performances up to corporate events. LEOPARD in combination with a subwoofer 900-LFC easily handles any
kinds of music, from symphonic music up to heavy metal. You do not have to be satisfied with average anymore.

COMPACT LINE ARRAY SOLUTION

GROUND STACK APPLICATION FOR SMALLER EVENTS

HIGH POWER STAGE MONITOR

PROFESSIONAL SOUND DESIGN

Meyer Sound embraced our demanding performance specs for a new compact stage monitor that would stand up to
the rigors of Metallica touring and satisfy the critical ear of James Hetfield. The resulting MJF-210 exceeds every parameter without compromise. Powerful performance wits its size makes UPQ-1P speakers unique. It can be used like
a basic system e.g. for congress halls in hotels or it can be used in combination with subwoofer used as PA for bigger
applications. In case you are demanding minimum number of speakers with big power on your event, this choice is
exactly for you.

WHAT YOU CAN FIND IN OUR PORTFOLIO
Meyer Sound Leopard

Compact Linear Line Array Loudspeaker

Meyer Sound 900-LFC

Compact low-frequency control element

Meyer Sound MJF-210

High power stage monitor

Meyer Sound UPQ-1P	Wide coverage loudspeaker
Elektro-Voice RX-115 a 118 Sub

Ideal solution for smaller events

Midas Pro 6

Live Audio Mixing system wanted by top professionals

Yamaha CL3 a CL5 	Also a part of our portfolio
Shure Anxient
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Digital wireless microphones

LIGHT
Consistent proposal of light design for an event brings originality and creates a very pleasant feeling for the visitor
right when entering the illuminated area. When creating proposals, our two key points are: originality and functionality. Today’s technologies provide large spectrum of opportunities. And so it is always a challenge for us to create
an original light design for every event. It is not only about the colour combinations but also about the placing and
fitting of each light into the scene. Functionality for us means the right setting of light intensity and colour temperature of white for different kinds of activities – TV broadcast or dinner party.

SMART LIGHT DESIGN

FASHION SHOW WITHOUT SHADES

COMBINING CONTRASTS USING LIGHTS

FROM CONFERENCE TO SHOW

Event lighting includes a wide range of products and technological solutions. Our light park consists of dozen types
of effect and TV lights for every situation. It does not matter if you organize a small conference or a big concert show
on a stadium, our team will take care of the perfect light design proposal that will fulfil all the requirements of world
artists. We use the latest technologies for the light control, and it´s synchronization with music and screens. We are
the only company in Slovakia to own LED moving heads Robe LW800 and DL4s Profile. Their special functions are
used by leading TV cameramen and light engineers.

WHAT YOU CAN FIND IN OUR PORTFOLIO:
Robe Pointe

Universal beam/spot/wash moving head

Robe DL4S Profile	Spot head with LED light source and a possibility of changing
the light beam
Robe LedWash 800	Wash head with RGBW mixing of colours with a possibility of change
of front optics
Conventional lights 	ARRI fresnel, blinders 8-lite, sunstrips dmx, theatre lights, PAR64,
aircraft, Griven Kolorado
LED lights
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Eurolite ML-56 zoom, ADJ Hex PAE, Robe Flexi

LED SCREEN
LED screen became a modern display media. It is suitable for an interior type of event but also to an outdoor one.
We offer screens with a density from P2,8 up to P6. LED modules can be placed in different configurations and it can
create interesting shapes, whether rectangles, rhombus, gates or curved shapes in combination with pre-set scene.

OUTDOOR LED SCREEN P6

The sharpers LED screen present in our portfolio is LEDbow UPAD X2 – P2.8. This type ensures sharpness of your
presentation with a viewing distance from 2 meters.
Next we offer up to 250m2 of Absen A3 Pro – P3,9 suitable also for events of a very large format. The advanced
video technology with refresh rate 2000Hz guarantees clean video recording or a broadcast without flickering
strips. In the long run, LEDbow DCU4-P4 had also proven its quality. It provides HD resolution already with 5x3m
size. The viewing distance is possible already from 3 meters, which is especially important with small events that
take place in interior.
Outdoor screen LEDbow DLU6 – P6 is one of few screens that can display more than 281 millions of colour shades.
This screen is fully waterproof and it meets the world standards IP65.

LED SCREEN ABSEN A3 PRO – DESIGNED FOR BROADCAST
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CURVED SCREEN – LEDBOW P4

GREAT VARIABILITY OF FORMATS

VIEWING DISTANCE FROM 3 M

LED SLOPE

PROJECTION
Projection became an integral part of events from conferences up to big corporate events and different digital-interactive installations. Projection enables the movement of an image not only to canvas but also to walls of buildings,
different surfaces and scenes.

BACK PROJECTION

We provide front or back projection for a standard canvas with a side ratio of 4:3 and 16:9. Also with a technology
called Edge blending – combining two or more projections into one image on a widescreen projection canvas. We
offer different sizes of these raging from 3x2m, up to large-format canvas of 28x8m.
We provide different types of projections from small applications with intensity of 5000 ANSI Lumen with HD resolution, up to big projections with intensity of 40 0000 ANSI LUMEN and more with resolution of 4K.
By using our Coolux Pandoras Box technology we can further transform the original image to concave or convex
projection surfaces with a technology called image warp. Regarding an uneven surfaces and dimensional objects
of stage scenes, we use so called 3D mapping.

JOINT PROJECTION – EDGE BLENDING
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ARCHITECTONIC 3D MAPPING

CURVED PROJECTION - WARPING

INTERACTIVE PROJECTION

VIDEO BALLOON

LCD
We offer various types of panels for different uses and presentations. Its usage has a large variety, e.g. smaller sizes
like 22”- 32” we use as preview monitors, the medium ones of size 42”- 50” for a signal distributions and the bigger ones 60”- 103” for central displaying medium. Different kinds of stands and holders with a possible adjustable
height and tilting of panel is a must. This allows the LCD panel to be placed wherever in chosen area or place to
exhibition stand.

LCD 60“

Touch – interactive LCD panels - there are LCD panels that have built in sensors for the option of touch control.
They are suitable for exhibitions and interactive presentations that catches the attention of every visitor or a
viewer individually. You can find a wide range of brand ELO and Liyama in our portfolio as well. We offer screen
sizes from 22”up to 55“.
Frameless LCD offers great options of variability of module formation of brand NEC. Each individual module has
a diagonal of 46” or 55“. In combination of more modules there can be different image on every LCD, or we can
create a unified whole.

TOUCH LCD
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LCD 103“

LCD 82“

LCD 42“

FRAMELESS LCD

CONSTRUCTIONS
Aluminium constructions create the basis for building a scene, hanging of lights and LED screens. We own certificated aluminium constructions and rigging systems from leading world manufacturers: Milos, Alur Solutions, Slick,
ChainMaster etc.

GROUND SUPPORT – LIFTING OF THE SCENE

Many times, aluminium constructions are used as a part of scene and they are illuminated colourfully or they are
coated with an appropriate cloth, based on your specific requirements. On the other hand, in TV segment, black
anodized constructions are used so they are not seen. Hanging of the constructions is done by trained team of
climbers – riggers, who highly emphasize safety.

ILLUMINATED CONSTRUCTION
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HANGING OF CONSTRUCTION

GROUND SUPPORT

DECORATED CONSTRUCTION, SLOPES

CONSTRUCTIONS MAKE THE SCENE

ROOFING
The roofing of an exterior events is a necessity not only because of the comfort side, but also because of the safety
of all performers and visitors. We offer variability of roofs with an option of different arrangements and sizes. All
individual roofs have the capability and option to be used on all types of open air events. Installation of roofs is
provided by a team of technicians that went through special training for a safe installation and anchoring.

ROOFING 14X9,5 M

TYPES OF TENTS
ROOF ALUR SOLUTIONS

ROOFING 14X9,5 M
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OUTER DIMENSIONS

OUTER DIMENSIONS + P.A. WINGS

INNER DIMENSIONS

WIDTH

DEPTH

SHIELD
HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

SHIELD
HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

SHIELD
HEIGHT

18,5M

14M

11M

25M

14M

11M

17,5M

13M

8M

15,5M

14M

11M

22M

14M

11M

14,5M

13M

8M

14M

12,5M

11M

20,5M

12,5M

11M

13M

11,5M

8M

14M

9,5M

11M

20,5M

9,5M

11M

13M

8,5M

8M

ROOF A.T.C

9M

7M

5,2M

14M

7M

5,2M

8M

6M

4M

ROOF A.T.C

7M

5M

4,2M

11M

4M

3M

6M

4M

3M

ROOFING 15,5X14 M

ROOFING 14X12,5

ROOFING 14X12,5

ROOFING 7X5 M

GROUND SUPPORT
Variable stages of brand NivTec are made up of parts with size of 200x100 cm (can be also different sizes) with pro
shear treatment. Stage has a carrying capacity 750 kg/m. This fact gives our client the opportunity to place heavy
things on stage, e.g. an automobile. In case it requires space or an architecture of the scene, we can also provide a
stage of an atypical shape adjusted to conditions. Ground unevenness under the stage is not a complication since
the legs on which the system stands have different sizes and adjustable foot.

CAPACITY 750kg/m2

Stage can be provided also with plexi segments that are transparent and can be illuminated with LED spotlight and
further create a dynamic light stage. A cascade placing of these segments transforms a stage system to grandstand
for sitting or standing. For the safety of all participants and guests, we provide two fundamental barriers.

CASCADE STAGE
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ARTIFICIAL ICE ON STAGE

PLEXI STAGE

CASCADE SHOULDER AND MOBILE BARRIERS

TRIBUNE

CONFERENCE TECHNICAL
EQUIPMENT
Conference technology creates an independent part of the event segment where apart from projectors, screens
and microphones we are able to provide also professional conference technology, like automatic microphones,
voting systems, automatic cameras, interpreting booths, and audio-visual records.

INTERPRETING BOOTHS

Based on a long-term experience, for your conferences we offer a different kinds of innovative solutions, for example an interactive presentation controlling. The technical capacity like the number of projectors, types of the interpreting technology and voice devices, we will precisely propose a plan according to the focus of your conference
and the number of participants.

EUROFI FINANCIAL FORUM
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CONFERENCE SYSTEM BOSCH DCN

ROBOTIC CAMERAS AUTODOME BOSCH

PLEXI SPEAKERS COUNTER

SPEAKERS COUNTER WITH LCD

LASERS AND SPECIAL
EFFECTS
An important part of every light show are also fog machines and special effects. Apart from the fog machines we
also use so called hazers – devices that make very gentle fog to highlight light effects. But at the same time area
still remains clean, which is very important with company events and TV shows. With ordinary events we use fog
machines and hazers from a German based company - Look Solutions. When doing a TV shoot, we use hazer ATMe
from a Canadian company MDG. This device creates the gentlest fog that does not create any unwanted noise in
the record.

FIRE RIGHT ON THE STAGE

Laser effects are usually used for dance parties or they are a part of shows at events. It is possible to create a
spatial show or to put and project a very simple graphics. Another option from special effects category are technologies like: artificial snow, pyrotechnic effects, and crawling smoke.

LASER SHOW
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PYRO EFFECTS IN INTERIOR

SNOW CANNON

CRAWLING SMOKE

CONFETTI

TENTS
Mobile large capacity tents allow a creation of a nice event atmosphere in an open space and at the same time
protect all visitors from a bad weather. Tents can have a width up to 30 meters, without the middle supporting
pillars. The length of the tent is optional with 5 meter segments.

TRANSPARENT CANVAS WHEREVER YOU WANT

If you are hosting a higher number of guests but you are limited by the space, we can build a 2 floor tent for you. A special
tent we offer is a tent with transparent walls or a tent with one glazed wall. It is suitable if you want to stay in touch with the
surrounding but be protected from weather at the same time.
Accessories like floor, heating, lining, ventilation and many other are an important part of every tent. Furniture – equipment like stand-by tables, chairs, illuminated raut tables, beer sets, changing room and hangers for guests…

TENT WITH INDOOR BEDDING
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COMPLETELY TRANSPARENT TENT

TENT WITH A GLASS SIDE WALL

COMPLETELY TRANSPARENT TENT

FURNIRE

REFERENCES
Eset, spol. s r.o.
We’ve used service of Hurricane Company when organizing a big corporate event, where we relied on a professional service and a supply of sound and light parts. Hurricane provided us with a service according to our requirements, and proactively added a value to the whole event.

Deloitte - egi:live communication
We appointed Hurricane as the core AV supplier for our high profile financial services client because Hurricane
were able to demonstrate a full and clear understanding of what we wanted to do and could provide us with the
high quality equipment we need, and expect, from our suppliers. We were able to meet the show crew who would
operate the corporate event in advance, and so were able to feel comfortable with them, which is key. When we
visited Martin’s warehouse we were not only able to see the extent of Hurricane‘s equipment there, but were also
able to see it working. Martin & his team demonstrated creativity in the execution of their demonstration of the
equipment and what it could do - we were able to comment and feedback in the warehouse so that the equipment
specification could be amended if/as required. Having one contact for all technical aspects of the event was a great advantage, and is always our preferred route. We would certainly be happy to work with Martin & Hurricane
again should the opportunity arise in the future, with another event in Bratislava.

J.Halász - main cameraman
Our cooperation began in November 2015 during a project called Roma Spirit for RTVS. Technologically and especially humanly I personally like the team, which was the main reason I‘ve asked them to help us with the production of the flagship of TV Barrandov „To byl Váš rok“. Hurricane disposes a light park of Robe company which holds
the world’s progress, and they as well own the most modern LED wall, Absen A3 Pro. I was pleasantly surprised by
the content that this LED wall offered, whether it was a record in SD or HD quality.

Promoter FF Východná
Immense willingness, in given weather conditions which were not always that good, dedication of Hurricane employees was next positive aspect, that is for organizers of big festivals invaluable. Big thanks belongs to Hurricane
also for their helpfulness and willingness during the biggest event dedicated to traditional culture in Slovakia.
(To clarify : The weather on 57.year FFV in 2011 people didn’t remember. During these three days of the festival,
employees of Hurricane sacrificially well supplied stage equipment in constant rain, really strong wind and 7°C
temperature).

Ľuboš Plačko - LEI Media, spol. s r.o.
Hurricane s.r.o is to be best characterized with professional, but also with personal approach. Their approach to
new clients is the same as to a long-term partner. Thing that interested us the most is, that Hurricane is a supplier,
who doesn’t know the word “It is not possible” while creating projects!

Office

HURRICANE, s.r.o.
Pšeničná 10, 821 06 Bratislava
telephone: +421 - 2 - 5363 3464
fax: +421 - 2 - 5363 3465
mobile: +421 - 905 620 516

Billing address

HURRICANE, s.r.o.
Seberíniho 13, 821 03 Bratislava
e-mail: hurricane@hurricane.sk

www.hurricane.sk

